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There are some things in life I thought I could do 
well, like making a decent cup of tea. 

But a visit to the heart of Japan’s matcha tea 
district, nestled in Uji’s soaring, forested hills, 

made it clear my skills needed improvement. 
Well known for producing the !nest tea in Japan, Uji, 

just south of Kyoto, is the perfect place to experience the 
world of Japanese tea. Ancient temples stand alongside Uji’s 
other treasures, hidden gardens, museums and teahouses 
that o"er glimpses into the elegant art of tea, which has its 
place at the very heart of traditional Japanese culture. 

#e history of tea in Uji goes back more than 800 years 
when the monk Eisei brought the !rst tea seeds to Japan 
from China. #e city’s sandy soil and frost-free climate, per-
fect for cultivating the new plant, attracted generations of 
tea farmers and producers, ultimately creating a city where 
neat little plots of tea bushes grow everywhere, even wedged 

between temples, car parks and convenience stores.
 For centuries, Uji’s artisans and tea farmers worked to 

perfect methods of growing and producing tea, in particu-
lar green tea, leading to the unique and highly prized brand 
known as Ujicha. Today, the region is internationally rec-
ognized for producing Japan’s !nest sencha (a whole-leaf 
steeped tea), gyokuro (a very re!ned sencha), and the most 
exquisite of all, the powdered tea known as matcha. 

My journey to Japan’s uno$cial tea capital began on a 
warm, sunny day in May. A window seat in one of the coun-
try’s immaculate trains o"ered wonderful views of Osaka, as 
the concrete metropolis fell away to a semi-rural landscape 
of wooden homes, rice paddies and small patches of bam-
boo forest. #ere is no question that tea is Uji’s central in-
dustry: one of the city’s most prominent landmarks, a local 
post box shaped like a giant tea caddy, greets travelers just 
arriving to the city.  

STORY BY CARLA AVOLIO, 

PHOTOS BY MARKÉTA “TSUKI” PRAVDOVÁ, SHIKATA KUNIHIRO, INOUE TAKAO  AND 
COURTESY OF JNTO AND MARUKYU KOYAMAEN

PICTURED: !e majestic Byodoin Temple by the Uji River sets the tone for the uno"cial tea capital of the world.(Courtesy JNTO)
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Heading east towards the city’s river, little shops o!er fabulously 
inventive creations like green tea noodles, green tea pound cake, even 
green tea buttered toast. "e remarkable spectrum of tea-#avored fare 
stretches across the city, featuring the brew at the center of the tea cer-
emony, Uji’s powdered matcha tea, an iconic symbol of Japanese cuisine. 

CREATING THE PERFECT TEA

A trip to Marukyu Koyamaen, a 300-year-old family owned com-
pany in the quaint suburb of Ogura, revealed the unique methods used 
to produce Ujicha and how they relate to the most exquisite of all green 
teas: matcha. During the visit, Master Motoharu Koyama, the leader 
of the eleventh-generation company, shared the fascinating process that 
explains why matcha tea tastes and looks so di!erent from other green 
teas. 

Master Koyama, now president of the company, is the only person 
in Japan’s history to achieve a perfect score in the country’s prestigious 
national tea tasting competition.

"e tea master explained matcha is a powdered tea whipped with 
hot water to make a rich foamy brew. Originally introduced from China 
around 1100, matcha’s combination of health promoting and stimulant 
properties made it the favored drink of monks in Japan. 

Toshimi Koyama, who goes by the title Semmu, is Master Koyama’s 
charismatic younger brother. Together, we visited a $eld nearby where 
the neat rows of Camellia sinensis plants are completely covered by a 
shelter. 

Like all teas, matcha comes from leaves of the Camellia sinensis 
plant. But unlike the rest, matcha bushes are shaded when new leaves 
start to bud, the key to the drink’s famous vivid green color and sweet, 
non-bitter taste. Traditional pickers, known as tsumiko-san, hand select 
the so%est, topmost leaves to ensure only the best leaves progress to the 
next step of drying. To ensure the best taste, picking only happens once 
a year, at ichiban cha, when the $rst leaves emerge. 

“We start shading the plants when the $rst leaves emerge around 
April,” Semmu explained. “Using reed mats and straw, we can $lter out 
90 percent of sunlight.”

Developed in Uji in the 16th century, this method of growing tea 
plants under shade improves the $nal product by subduing the produc-
tion of unpleasant tasting catechins within the leaves.

 “Compare the taste of matcha with that of a steeped tea like sencha, 
which comes from bushes grown in full sun,” the Semmu said. “Matcha 
is mellow and sweet, whereas sencha is fresh, bitter and astringent.”

Immediately a%er picking, the fresh leaves are steamed to stop oxida-
tion, dried in a brick oven and then refrigerated. At this point, the dried 
matcha leaves are called tencha, and Semmu pauses to illustrate another 
crucial point. 

Tencha leaves are dried #at for easier grinding, whereas sencha leaves 
are rolled into a needle-like shape. "is rolling method, developed in 
Uji during the Edo period, crushes the cell walls to facilitate a faster 
infusion. 

“It also helps draw out sweet, umami qualities similar to those found 
in matcha,” Semmu explained.

At Marukyu Koyamaen’s processing area, a short drive away, a vast 
room of complex machinery cuts and sorts tencha to separate the so% 
tealeaf tissue from the stalks, stems and veins. 

While this state-of-the-art technology is impressive, the real magic 
happens in the tasting room, where Master Koyama’s legendary skills 

Tea Master Motoharu Koyama inspects the tea. (Courtesy Marukyu Koyamaen)

Traditional picker, tsumiko-san, selects the topmost leaves !om the new growth of a shaded sencha 
bush.(Photo by Inoue Takao)
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come into play. Because tea is a living plant that’s a!ected by an in"-
nite number of variables, every year the di!erent types of tea must be 
blended to ensure each type of matcha looks and tastes consistent. Mas-
ter Koyama completes this herculean task, tasting an astonishing 1000 
samples during the course of three months. Semmu stresses his brother’s 
knowledge and superior ability to discern the properties of tea is the 
foundation of the company’s success.

Leading me to a shelf stacked with goods, Semmu shared his contri-
bution to the company’s success. 

“We’ve made a matcha paste that can be used in cooking, matcha 
incense, and matcha soap. We’ve even created matcha that can be made 
with cold water, and are in the process of experimenting with deca!ein-
ated matcha.” 

Watching him speak with a Wonka-esqe zeal, I can’t help but feel 
excited about the company’s new direction. 

“My older brother has the traditional responsibility of making the 
best tea every year,” he said. “But for the "rst time in our history, I have 
the opportunity to explore everything that’s possible with matcha.” 

LEARNING TO MAKE A CUP  
OF MATCHA TEA

Such a "ne tea requires more than a cup and boiling water, so a visit 
to one of the many places by the river that o!er classes on making mat-
cha tea was in order. Kneeling on reed tatami mats in a Spartan room, a 
teacher skilled in the art revealed the intricate steps of the tea ceremony 
and explained the spiritual experience, rooted in Zen Buddhism, em-
bodies harmony, respect, purity and tranquility.

Sitting before my tea-making tools in a city where teashops materi-
alize on every corner, I felt inspired to make this quotidian drink. But 
everything, from the bamboo whisk to the clay bowl, was unfamiliar. 

Such feelings of inadequacy are hardly surprising: this is the Japanese 
tea ceremony, a traditional art of such complexity and esteem that peo-
ple practice their whole lives without reaching perfection. Despite the 
challenge, the rustic simplicity of the wooden hut, the gentle whisper of 
boiling water and the stark beauty of a single hanging scroll all edge me 
closer than ever to Zen.

With a roughly hewn raku clay bowl before me, I added two scoops 
of matcha before pouring in half a ladle of hot water. Using the bamboo 
whisk, or chasen, I practiced whipping the liquid using “broad strokes 
as if the bowl is much bigger than it actually is.” 

#e trick is to slow down and gently brush the bubbles when the 
foam starts to form to make the "ne, creamy top. In a "nal $ourish, the 
whisk draws a spiral, or nonoji, to make a pretty peak. 

“Oishi!” Delicious.
#ankfully, Uji also o!ers less daunting ways to experience tea en-

lightenment. 
A walk over the graceful Uji Bridge, built in 646 and one of the three 

oldest bridges in Japan, leads to the site of the town’s annual Tea Festival, 
which takes place in October. Bespoke tea bowls can be had at Asahi 
pottery, in continual production for more than four hundred years, or 
one can step back in time with a visit to Japan’s oldest teahouse, the 
850-year-old Tsuen shop.

Meandering up the grey stone walkway of Omotesando, the 1000-
foot approach to the World Heritage-listed Byodoin Temple, the rich 
fragrance of roasting tea "lls the air. Nearby, a market beckoned, with 
barrels over$owing with vibrant pickles, shelves heavy with ceramic 
ware and colorful arrays of sculptural sweets that seem too perfect to 
be real. Among many delights, I selected a bamboo whisk, its natural 
beauty evoking memories of the day’s activities. 

My trip was $eeting, but Uji will stay with me forever thanks to the 
skill it taught me: how to make the perfect bowl of tea.

Matcha Jelly and Usucha are just two examples of the myriad products made with green tea in Uji. (Photo by Markéta “Tsuki” Pravdová)

 


